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Transmission is a potential property of live viral vaccines that remains largely unexploited but may lie
within the realm of many engineering designs. While likely unacceptable for vaccines of humans, trans-
mission may be highly desirable for vaccines of wildlife, both to protect natural populations and also to
limit zoonotic transmissions into humans. Defying intuition, transmission alone does not guarantee that
a vaccine will perform well: the benefit of transmission over no transmission depends on and increases
with the basic reproductive number of the vaccine, R0. The R0 of an infectious agent in a homogeneous
population is typically considered to be a fixed number, but some evidence suggests that dissemination
of transmissible vaccines may change through time. One obvious possibility is that transmission will be
greater from hosts directly vaccinated than from hosts who acquire the vaccine passively, but other types
of change might also accrue. Whenever transmission changes over time, the R0 estimated from directly
vaccinated hosts will not reflect the vaccine’s long term impact. As there is no theory on the conse-
quences of changing transmission rates for a vaccine, we derive conditions for a transmissible vaccine
with varying transmission rates to protect a population from pathogen invasion. Being the first in the
transmission chain, the R0 from directly vaccinated hosts has a larger effect than those from later steps
in the chain. This mathematical property reveals that a transmissible vaccine with low long term trans-
mission may nonetheless realize a big impact if early transmission is high. Furthermore, there may be
ways to artificially elevate early transmission, thereby achieving high herd immunity from transmission
while ensuring that the vaccine will ultimately die out.
� 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Many viral vaccines consist of ‘live’ viruses that grow in the host
with reduced capacity to cause disease. The growth is enough to
trigger an immune response that protects against subsequent
infection by the pathogen. Currently, live vaccines are delivered to
each patient individually and directly. For some vaccines currently
in use, however, there is a possibility of vaccine transmission from
a vaccinated individual to a naive host. Transmission is so far an
uncommon property of nearly all vaccines, but genetic engineering
now enables the design of vaccines that might transmit well [1–3].
Vaccine transmission offers the benefit of increased vaccine cover-
age for a given level of direct vaccination, facilitating the attainment
of population-wide herd immunity. If transmission is high enough,
an entire population can be vaccinatedwith few direct vaccinations.

The concept of a transmissible vaccine is relatively new but par-
allels earlier proposals to suppress wildlife with engineered,
immuncontraceptive viruses [4–7]. An immunocontraceptive virus
infects a host and causes the host to build antibodies against speci-
fic reproductive proteins, thus sterilizing the host without other-
wise harming it. By being transmissible (self-disseminating), a
sterilizing virus might sustain itself with only occasional releases.
The approaches of immunocontraceptive viruses and transmissible
vaccines are united by use of engineered viruses that spread auton-
omously after being introduced, and in eliciting host immunity.
The chief difference lies in their intended outcome: a reduction
in the density of the host population, versus a reduction in the den-
sity of unvaccinated individuals in the host population.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.vaccine.2019.01.018&domain=pdf
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http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/0264410X
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Transmission means that the vaccine is delivered to some hosts
passively through contacts mediated by normal social behavior.
Such indirect vaccination is a possible concern with many human
applications, but far less so in wildlife. Indeed, transmission of a
wildlife vaccine opens the door for programs that might not other-
wise be feasible, with transmission reaching individuals inaccessi-
ble for direct vaccination. Although wildlife vaccines were
historically considered almost solely for the goal of immunocontra-
ception, transmissible wildlife vaccines are gaining recognition as a
possible intervention for human zoonoses [2]. Dog rabies, Ebola
virus, and arenaviruses acquired from rodent reservoirs (e.g, Lassa
fever) are just a few of the many zoonoses that might benefit from
a transmissible wildlife vaccine [8–11].

The benefit conferred by a transmissible vaccine depends on
howmuch it transmits, encapsulated in its basic reproduction num-
ber, R0 (the average number of secondary infections caused by a sin-
gle infection in a susceptible host population). Understandably, the
few models that have included vaccine transmission assumed a
constant R0 [5–7,12,13]. Here, we relax that constraint (Fig. 1).

Vaccine transmission is a relatively new concept with few
examples, so the possibility of transmission changing in time has
scarcely been entertained. The oral polio vaccine (OPV) is perhaps
the best documented case of vaccine transmission. Its transmission
may stem from rapid vaccine evolution toward reduced attenua-
tion, from which we would expect transmission to increase as it
spreads. Other studies have reported or suggested transmission
in the other direction, especially being greatest in those individuals
that are directly vaccinated and lower from subsequent hosts. It is
thus plausible that, for any vaccine that does transmit, the rate will
vary across generations and that varying transmission might even
be engineered deliberately. For example, a vaccine that transmits
well in the short term but extinguishes itself in the long term
might overcome many objections to its release. A first step is to
identify the effect on disease suppression that is due to variation
in vaccine transmission.

Here, we extend the existing theory of transmissible vaccines
and immunocontraceptive vaccines [5–7,12,13] to explore vaccine
transmission that changes with generation of infection. Our analy-
sis is motivated by empirical studies showing vaccine transmission
decreases with infection generation, but our model does not
require changes in any particular direction. We first review those
empirical studies and other reasons that suggest vaccine transmis-
sion may change over the course of transmissions. Then we
develop a mathematical model to quantify how variable transmis-
sion modifies the estimated vaccination effort required to preemp-
tively protect a pathogen-naive population. Lastly, we propose
strategies that exploit varying transmission by manipulating
directly vaccinated individuals.
Fig. 1. Schematic of variable vaccine transmission in time. Hosts are represented by circ
magnitudes of transmission with host ‘generation number.’ For illustration, directly vacc
occur in the first host infected passively (‘1st generation recipient’), still lower in the sec
analyzed in the text addresses transmission changes in either direction, not just decrea
2. Observations and arguments for changing transmission

2.1. Declining transmission of a rabbit vaccine

A naturally attenuated myxomavirus was engineered to express
a capsid protein from rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus (RHDV).
The resulting vaccine consisted of a fully competent and poten-
tially transmissible myxomavirus with an additional antigenic
cargo belonging to RHDV. The vaccine product was tested for its
ability to immunize a caged rabbit population against both myxo-
mavirus and RHDV. In three separate tests, directly vaccinated rab-
bits (DV) were housed with unvaccinated rabbits (UV-0). Two tests
evaluated direct contact transmission, one evaluated flea-mediated
transmission. The mode of direct vaccination was by inoculation in
2 of the studies, orally in the third. Transfer of the vaccine between
rabbits was inferred by seroconversion of UV-0 rabbits, as well as
challenge with either virus.

All three studies observed seroconversion of at least some
unvaccinated (UV-0) rabbits: seroconversion occurred for approx-
imately half of 24 UV-0 rabbits exposed to inoculated cage mates
and for all 4 UV-0 rabbits whose cage mates were vaccinated
orally. Seroconverted rabbits also survived challenge with lethal
virus (either MV or RHDV). Two of the tests also evaluated
second-generation transmission by co-housing the UV-0 unvacci-
nated rabbits, previously housed with directly vaccinated rabbits,
with a new group of unvaccinated rabbits, termed UV-1. Only 2
of 24 UV-1 rabbits seroconverted, and both survived challenge.
Thus, rabbits that were indirectly vaccinated by contact had lower
transmission than directly vaccinated rabbits [1]. Vaccine trans-
mission was also observed in a field trial, but the study was not
set up to measure changes in transmission [14].

2.2. Declining transmission of a candidate virus for recombinant vector
vaccines

Cytomegalovirus (CMV) is a herpesvirus that is common in
mammals and holds promise as a vector for future recombinant vec-
tor vaccines (http://www.violinet.org/vaxvec/index.php). Despite
being a widespread virus, individual strains of CMV are believed
to be highly species specific, so that its use does not pose a threat
of crossing species boundaries [15]. Amouse experiment conducted
in semi-wild conditions tracked the spread of murine CMV (MCMV)
in small groups of naive mice [16]. When MCMV was administered
to approximately 25% of the population, over 80% of naive adults
became infected. However, transmission to second and third gener-
ation offspring was significantly reduced. Though the mechanisms
causing the observed reduction were not determined, this study
nonetheless supports the existence of waning transmission.
les, transmission rates by blue arrows. Differing widths of arrows indicate different
inated hosts (yellow circle) transmit the most; lower levels of vaccine transmission
ond host in the transmission chain (2nd generation recipient). Note that the model
ses.

http://www.violinet.org/vaxvec/index.php
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2.3. Possible mechanisms for changing transmission

Dose and delivery. Perhaps the most obvious difference
between directly and indirectly vaccinated hosts that may affect
transmission lies in the dose and delivery of vaccine: direct vacci-
nation can apply any dose that is necessary to generate an immune
response, and the tissues of direct vaccination need not be those
involved in vaccine transmission. An empirical study on the repli-
cation and transmission of an attenuated vaccine against infectious
laryngotracheitis virus (ILT) in chickens found that higher vaccine
doses were associated with increased protection and immunity
[17]. In the study, flocks of chickens were inoculated with one of
two doses of vaccine. The flock receiving the high dose was 100%
immune for the first 5 weeks post-vaccination, and 50% immune
at 31 weeks. In contrast, the low dose flock was 100% immune
for the first 10 days but only 10% immune by week 10. Unvacci-
nated contacts were shown to seroconvert and be protected at
moderate levels. The vaccine R0 appears to have been considerably
less than 1, as the ratio of directly vaccinated individuals to indi-
rectly seroconverted individuals was less than 0.2. The effect of
vaccine dose on transmission was not studied.

Evolution. Transmission might increase over time for some
vaccines. Vaccine evolution is perhaps the most obvious reason
for an increase, especially with attenuated designs. OPV is the
best-documented example, in which the few attenuating muta-
tions rapidly revert and the vaccine evolves back to a wild-type
status [18]. We are unaware of studies specifically measuring
changes in transmission rates across this evolution, but it is easily
imagined that increased transmission would result from attenua-
tion reversal. Recombinant vectored vaccines might also evolve
to lose the antigenic cargo and thereby increase transmission rates
[3], but that evolution would, in effect, actually decrease the rate at
which effective vaccine is transmitted.
3. Methods

The central component of our study is a mathematical analysis.
The model is of a standard type in epidemiology, an ‘SIR’ model
Fig. 2. Flow diagram of the model with susceptible ðSÞ, pathogen infected ðWÞ, directly v
from standard SIR models for a transmissible vaccine is the inclusion of multiple classe
different transmission parameter (bi). Death rate arrows are not shown.
using ordinary differential equations. It assumes an infinite popu-
lation consisting of susceptible hosts, hosts infected with patho-
gen, hosts infected with vaccine, and recovered individuals
(Fig. 2). The main differences from the standard, simple vaccine
models are (i) individuals infected with vaccine can transmit the
vaccine to susceptibles [as in 12], and (ii) the vaccine transmission
rate depends on the number of hosts through which the vaccine
has been transmitted since the directly vaccinated host (the ‘host
generation’ number). To accommodate changing transmission
rates with generation number, a separate category is needed for
each generation of vaccine-infected hosts (Fig. 2).

Using a superior dot to indicate a derivative with respect to
time,

_S ¼ bð1� rÞ � bWSW � S
X
i¼0

biIi � dS ð1Þ

_W ¼ bWSW � dWW � ðdþ xÞW
_I0 ¼ br� dII0 � dI0
_I1 ¼ b0I0S� dI I1 � dI1
_I2 ¼ b1I1S� dI I2 � dI2

..

.

_Z ¼ dWW þP
i¼0

dI Ii � dZ;

with notation in Table 1. R0;W is the basic reproductive number of
the pathogen, and R0;i is the basic reproductive number of the vac-
cine in generation i,

R0;i ¼ bi

dI þ d
b
d

� �
; ð2Þ

where b=d is the equilibrium density of susceptible hosts in the
absence of the pathogen and vaccine. This is the standard definition
for basic reproductive number, but in our case, it applies to a speci-
fic generation number, i.

The analysis of this model consists of finding the equilibrium
when the population lacks the pathogen, with the vaccine being
introduced at a constant rate (r). Then, with the pathogen
introduced at low density (small W), the value of r is found that
accinated ðI0Þ, indirectly vaccinated ðI1 � INÞ, and recovered hosts ðZÞ. The difference
s of vaccine-infected hosts, each defined by its ‘age’ class and each with a possibly



Table 1
Model variables and parameters.

Notation Description

Variables (time t)
SðtÞ density of susceptible hosts
WðtÞ density of pathogen (wild-type) infected hosts
I0ðtÞ density of manually vaccinated hosts
IiðtÞ density of hosts receiving vaccine by transmission (i > 0)
ZðtÞ density of recovered hosts (lifetime immunity)

Parameters
b transmission rate (subscripted accordingly)
d rate of recovery (subscripted accordingly)
b births added to population per time unit
r fraction of newborns manually vaccinated
d death rate
x increased death rate due to infection with pathogen
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is minimally sufficient to prevent the pathogen from increasing
(pathogen ‘prophylaxis’). The threshold r for blocking pathogen
invasion can be written in terms of the vaccine and pathogen R0

values, as given below.
4. Results

To understand the implications of vaccine transmission that
varies in time, we assign unique vaccine transmission rates to each
infection generation. The generation number is the number of
hosts through which the ancestry of a vaccine genome can be
traced, starting with the host receiving the vaccine directly. Gener-
ation number is specific to the individual vaccine genome being
considered and is not synchronous across the vaccine population:
at any point in time, two different vaccine genomes from the same
vaccine introduction may have different generation numbers
because they had different infection histories.
4.1. Visualizing the spread of an agent whose properties change with
generation number

The spread of an infectious agent is similar to a population
growth process, where the rate of growth is determined by the rel-
ative rates of births and deaths. For an infectious agent, a funda-
mental property of its growth process is encapsulated in the
basic reproduction number, R0. For any infectious agent (hence-
forth ‘virus’), R0 is the average number of new infections that are
established over the lifetime of a single infection that occurs in a
completely susceptible population. In the absence of interfering
infections, the initial spread of the infectious agent is a geometric
process, one infected individual giving rise to R0 secondary infec-
tions, each of those themselves infecting R0, and so on. Thus, there
is a progression from 1 infection resulting from direct vaccination
to R0 secondary infections. This pattern continues with R2

0;R
3
0, etc.

infections until the decrease in density of susceptible individuals
begins to block subsequent infections. This progression is not syn-
chronous with generation number (e.g., the R2

0 infections are not all
happening at the same time). However, this progression captures
the increase in infected individuals, and the contribution of each
‘generation’ of infection.

When the infection properties change with generation of the
infection – first host, second host, etc., the progression is equally
easy to calculate. The single infected individual in generation 0
gives rise to R0;1 new infections, where the subscript 1 indicates
the first generation. The number of second-generation infections
is thus R0;1R0;2, with R0;2 possibly being different than R0;1. Assum-
ing, as before, that the infectious agent is rare and the density of
susceptible individuals is large, the accumulated number of cur-
rent and past infections approximately obeys

1þ R0;1 þ R0;1R0;2 þ R0;1R0;2R0;3 þ . . . : ð3Þ
The reproductive number with the biggest multiplicative

impact in this sum is R0;1, with R0;2 next, and so on. Any R0;i ¼ 0
ends the progression. This progression is useful for intuition, but
its utility for other purposes is limited. We thus turn to a formal
model of transmission.
4.2. Blocking pathogen invasion when vaccine transmission varies
with generation number

We use the model introduced in (1) to derive conditions for
which a transmissible vaccine can prevent the spread of a patho-
gen in a pathogen-naive population, termed pathogen prophylaxis.
We can express conditions necessary for pathogen prophylaxis in
terms of the vaccine and pathogen basic reproduction numbers.
Using notation from above, and as derived in the Appendix, the
vaccine level sufficient to keep the pathogen from invading is

rcrit >
1

1þ R0;1
R0;W

þ R0;1
R0;W

R0;2
R0;W

þ R0;1
R0;W

R0;2
R0;W

R0;3
R0;W

þ . . .

0
@

1
A 1� 1

R0;W

� �
ð4Þ

The rightmost term in parentheses is the standard eradication
threshold for a non-transmissible vaccine. The parenthetical term
to its left is a reduction due to vaccine transmission. Its form is
reminiscent of the expression in (3), except that each of the vaccine
R0;i terms is discounted by the pathogen R0;W . The series in the
denominator converges if R0;i is zero for some particular vaccine-
infected class, or, if R0;i > 0 for all vaccine-infected classes, when
the limit of R0;i is less than R0;W : lim

i!1
R0;i < R0;W . Although our proof

(Appendix) is formally one of pathogen prophylaxis, we conjecture
that result (4) is also the eradication condition. Indeed, if the R0;i

are constant (with constant parameters) for all i, with R0;i < R0;W ,
this result equals the eradication condition [12]. Finally, if
lim
i!1

R0;i > R0;W , the spread of the vaccine eliminates the pathogen,

without requiring any direct vaccination (rcrit = 0). In this case,
the vaccine is a superior competitor and eliminates with a single
introduction.

An interpretation of this result is that, at the prophylaxis
threshold, every vaccine transmission is the equivalent of an extra
direct vaccination, discounted (or inflated) by how much (little)
the pathogen would spread over the same number of generations.
Discounting is understandable in that a direct vaccination occurs at
birth, whereas transmissions are occurring at later times that allow
greater pathogen spread. Less obvious is why the discounting is
based on R0 values, as pathogen and vaccine might spread at differ-
ent rates (and R0 is not a per-time measure). We conjecture that
the scaling is generation-dependent but not time-dependent
because the result applies at dynamic equilibrium, at which time
drops out. Inequality (4) shows that, for variable R0;i, the first gen-
eration of transmission will likely have the largest effect on rcrit , as
it multiplies each of the remaining reproductive numbers in subse-
quent generations.

From Eq. (4) the impact of early transmission can be profound,
even if the transmission chains last only a few steps. Assuming that
all transmission chains progress only 1 step beyond directly vacci-
nated hosts, an R0;1 that equals that of the pathogen cuts the usual
(non-transmissible) vaccination effort in half; if double the patho-
gen R0;W , the vaccination effort is down to a third of that required
for a non-transmissible vaccine. Fig. 3 compares the effect of
generation-1 transmission alone (R0;i=R0;W ) to constant transmis-
sion (R0;V=R0;W ): generation-1 transmission that equals that of the



Fig. 3. From Eq. (4), the blue curve shows the level of vaccine transmission for the
first generation only (R0;1=R0;W ) required to have the same effect on pathogen
suppression as fixed vaccine transmission at a constant rate over all generations
(R0;V=R0;W ). As R0;V=R0;W approaches 1, the constant-rate vaccine comes ever closer
to being able to suppress pathogen invasion without ongoing direct vaccination,
hence ever greater values of generation-1 transmission alone are required to
achieve the same effect. The horizontal gray line is at R0;1=R0;W ¼ 1, at which vaccine
transmission in generation 1 matches that of the pathogen; this level of generation-
1 transmission has the same benefit as a fixed vaccine transmission at half the level
of the pathogen.
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pathogen has the same effect as constant transmission at half the
pathogen level.
5. Discussion

Transmissible vaccines are still not mainstream, but the revolu-
tion in genome engineering poises them to become so [2,3]. Efforts
over the last 2–3 decades to develop sterilizing vaccines in wildlife
have provided a foundation for transmissible vaccine research. It is
now evident that transmissible vaccines offer fundamentally new
possibilities for controlling wildlife diseases, especially in blocking
zoonotic invasions of humans (e.g., Ebola, Lassa fever, dog rabies),
and even possibly for some human vaccines. At this stage, there is
much to be discovered about how to maximize their impact while
avoiding possible downsides, especially vaccine evolution.

In this study, we investigated the consequences of a transmissi-
ble vaccine that disseminates at different rates as it moves into the
host population. Though empirical evidence is limited, several
studies of transmissible vaccines suggest that transmission rates
are higher from directly vaccinated individuals than from those
Table 2
Manipulations to enhance early transmission

Manipulation Explanation

Vaccine dose For individuals vaccinated directly, transmission may be manipu
amplify into a high dose [e.g., 19], so any effect will need to be

Host physiology Hormones might be administered to alter behavior in ways favor
in experiments, may allow the vaccine to avoid clearance longe

Choice of host Hosts with particular immune defects may transmit longer than
classes may have higher levels of susceptibility than others.

Choice of vector Recombinant vector vaccines may be more easily chosen to be
relevant factor. The immune response may be weaker to vector
vector may interfere [13]. Some vectors may experience little h
acquiring the vaccine passively. We analyzed an SIR model that
allows for any combination of changing transmission rates. Early
transmission rates have a disproportionate effect on vaccine utility,
so any later reductions in transmissions are somewhat mitigated.
Indeed, vaccines whose early transmissions can be elevated but
whose later transmission assures eventual extinction may help
allay concerns about evolution and escape of a transmissible
vaccine.

5.1. Manipulations to enhance early transmission

Understanding how temporally varying transmission impinges
on eradication opens new possibilities for the management of vac-
cine design or delivery that are not options for vaccines with con-
stant properties. The generation with the biggest impact is that of
directly vaccinated individuals. That result suggests the possibility
of manipulating or choosing directly vaccinated hosts to modify
transmission – up or down. The fact that the directly vaccinated
hosts will often be in hand enables many possible types of manip-
ulations (Table 2). These modifications are likely to affect transmis-
sion in ways that do not carry over to hosts acquiring the vaccine
by transmission. Implementation will likely be specific to the vac-
cine and possibly the host species. Some strategies are suitable
only for use in non-humans, as they involve higher risk to those
manually vaccinated.

When considering these manipulations, it should be appreci-
ated that the model in (1) imposes direct vaccination on newborns.
Many of the manipulations proposed below might well be applied
to newborns, but many may also work on adults or only on adults.
For various reasons, direct vaccination of adults may have a lesser
impact than vaccination of newborns [21]. The result in (4) also
raises the possibility of choosing the alternatives of maximizing
the number of hosts directly vaccinated (r in the formula) versus
the impact of those hosts on spreading the infection (R0;i in the for-
mula). These choices raise several possibilities for maximizing vac-
cine efficacy.

5.2. Alternative population structures

The assumption of mass action in the SIR model is mathemati-
cally convenient, but other epidemiological processes warrant con-
sideration. Most obviously, contact rates may not be uniform.
Asymmetry in contact rates among individuals provides a subtle
but powerful benefit to a transmissible vaccine: the contacts of
randomly chosen individuals tend to be skewed towards hosts
with higher-than average contact rates [22–24]. This type of asym-
metry means that a transmissible vaccine will be disproportion-
ately transmitted to individuals that are most likely to spread a
disease (i.e., superspreaders), and thus will have a greater impact
in blocking viral infection than under mass action [see also 25].
This result assumes the vaccine is introduced before the pathogen,
otherwise a significant fraction of superspreaders might already be
lated by controlling the dose of vaccine or the tissue of delivery. A low dose can
established empirically.
able to vaccine spread. Immune suppressants, such as routinely given to animals
r and thus transmit longer and at an elevated level.
others; hosts with many contacts may transmit to more individuals; some age

transmissible than are attenuated vaccines [3], but transmission is not the only
ed vaccines than to attenuated ones [20], and prevailing herd immunity to the
erd immunity, as proposed for CMV [2].
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immune to, and hence unable to transmit, the vaccine. In the con-
text of epidemiological networks, this process has been modeled as
a process of vaccinating ‘acquaintances’ of randomly chosen indi-
viduals [23]. The qualitative result appears to generalize across
several forms of contact asymmetry: a vaccine that transmits even
one generation beyond those directly vaccinated will dispropor-
tionately hit superspreaders (highly connected nodes).

6. Conclusions

The R0 of a transmissible vaccine is a measure of that vaccine’s
ability to spread beyond direct vaccinations. However, the R0 for a
transmissible vaccine may assume different values as it spreads
beyond direct vaccinations, and the R0 measured from individuals
directly vaccinated may often overestimate the values further
down transmission chains. The R0 from directly vaccinated hosts
has the largest impact of any R0 over the chain of transmissions,
and there are several possible means to inflate that stage of trans-
mission and thereby augment the overall impact of vaccine trans-
mission. Thus, a ‘safe’ strategy is suggested in the form of
enhancing early transmission for a vaccine whose long term trans-
mission is low enough to ensure its ultimate loss from the
population.
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Appendix A

We offer a formal proof of the result in (4). Suppose a simple
n-step vaccine model defined with 1 susceptible class and n + 1
infected classes that recover and die at rates d and d respectively.

For the purposes of this derivation, the class of recovered indi-
viduals (Z in model (1)) is irrelevant. Pathogen-infected individuals
(W) will be assumed rare and are also neglected for now.We begin
by deriving the equilibrium state for a population consisting of just
susceptible and vaccine-infected individuals. Equilibrium for sus-
ceptibles requires

0 ¼ bð1� rÞ � S
Xn
i¼0

biIi � dS ðA:1Þ

S ¼ b ð1� rÞ
dþPn

i¼0biIi
ðA:2Þ

To find the steady-state incidence in the infected classes, set the
left hand side (LHS) of equations _I0; _I1; _I2; . . . ; _Iiþ1 to 0. Recursively
solving for the Ii yields

I0 ¼ br
dþ d

ðA:3Þ

I1 ¼ b0SI0
dþ d

¼ b0S
br

ðdþ dÞ2
 !

ðA:4Þ

I2 ¼ b1SI1
dþ d

¼ b1S b0S
br

ðdþ dÞ3
 ! !

¼ S2br
ðdþ dÞ3

b0b1 ðA:5Þ

Ii ¼ S i br
ðdþ dÞiþ1

Yi�1

j¼0

bj ðA:6Þ
We now derive the value of r that reduces the steady state inci-
dence of susceptibles to the highest value compatible with eradica-
tion. Protection against pathogen invasion (‘prophylaxis’) requires
that the number of susceptibles be so low that the pathogen is
always in decline. This condition is given in Eq. (1) when _W is neg-
ative: SbW � dW � d� x < 0. This expression is easily rearranged as
S < dWþdþx

bW
. As the equilibrium value of S in a purely susceptible

population is b
d, the pathogen R0;W can be written as ðbdÞ bW

dWþdþx. Thus

the threshold value of S for prophylaxis is equivalent to b
dR0;W

. Using

that value of S in the expression A.2:

b
d

1
R0;W

¼ bð1� rÞPn
i¼0biIi þ d

¼ bð1� rÞ
Pn

i¼0

bi
b
d

1
R0;W

� �i

br

ðdþdÞiþ1

Yi�1

j¼0
bj þ d

ðA:7Þ

Solving for r,

b
d

1
R0;W

Xn
i¼0

bi
b
d

1
R0;W

� �i
br

ðdþ dÞiþ1

Yi�1

j¼0

bj þ d

0
B@

1
CA ¼ bð1� rÞ ðA:8Þ

1
R0;W

Xn
i¼0

bi
b
d

1
R0;W

� �i
br

ðdþ dÞiþ1

Yi�1

j¼0

bj þ d
1

R0;W
¼ d� dr ðA:9Þ

r 1
R0;W

Xn
i¼0

bi
b
d

1
R0;W

� �i
b

ðdþ dÞiþ1

Yi�1

j¼0

bj þ d

0
B@

1
CA ¼ d 1� 1

R0;W

� �
ðA:10Þ

r ¼ 1� 1
R0;W

� �
1

1
R0;W

Xn
i¼0

bi

b
d

1
R0;W

� �i
b
d

ðdþdÞiþ1

Yi�1

j¼0
bj þ 1

0
B@

1
CA

ðA:11Þ

r ¼ 1� 1
R0;W

� �
1Pn

i¼0bi
b

dðdþdÞ
1

R0;W

� �iþ1Yi�1

j¼0
bj þ 1

� � ðA:12Þ

Inserting bi into the b product notation term,

r ¼ 1� 1
R0;W

� �
1Pn

i¼0
b

dðdþdÞ
1

R0;W

� �iþ1Yi

j¼0
bj þ 1

� � : ðA:13Þ

The term

b
dðdþ dÞ

1
R0;W

� �iþ1Yi
j¼0

bj ðA:14Þ

may be rewritten as

Qi

j¼0
Rj

� �
Riþ1
0;W

, yielding the simplified result

r ¼ 1� 1
R0;W

� �
1

Pn
i¼0

Yi

j¼0
Rj

Riþ1
0;W

0
@

1
Aþ 1

0
@

1
A

: ðA:15Þ

Below, we verify the convergence criterion for the infinite sum

1þ R0;1

R0;W
þ R0;1

R0;W

R0;2

R0;W
þ R0;1

R0;W

R0;1

R0;W

R0;3

R0;W
þ . . . ðA:16Þ

By the ratio test of series convergence, a series
P1

i¼1ai converges
if the absolute value of the ratio of consecutive terms limits to a
number less than 1:
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lim
i!1

aiþ1

ai

����
���� < 1; ðA:17Þ

and diverges if the limit is greater than 1. For the sequence at hand,
the ratio of consecutive terms i and iþ 1 is always positive and

equal to R0;i
R0;W

. Assuming the limit lim
i!1

R0;i exists, convergence requires

lim
i!1

R0;i

R0;W
< 1: ðA:18Þ

For fixed R0;W , this implies

lim
i!1

R0;i < R0;W : ðA:19Þ

is required for convergence. A similar argument shows the series
diverges to infinity if lim

i!1
R0;i > R0;W .
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